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By applying an algorithm of Stallings regarding separability of elements in a
free group, we give an alternative approach to that of Osborne and Zieschang in
describing all primitive elements in the free group of rank 2. As a result, we give
a proof of a classical result of Nielsen, used by Osborne and Zieschang in their
work, that the only automorphisms of F2 that act trivially on the abelianization
are those defined by conjugation. Finally, we compute the probability that a
Whitehead graph in rank 2 contains a cut vertex. We show that this probability is
approximately 1=l2, where l is the number of edges in the graph.

1. Introduction

The free group of rank n, Fn, is the set of reduced words in a fixed alphabet
fx1; x

�1
1 ; : : : ; xn; x

�1
n g with group operation concatenation followed by free reduc-

tion. A word is reduced if it does not contain any of the two letter subwords xix�1i ,
x�1i xi for i D 1; : : : ; n. Free reduction is the process of repeatedly removing such
two-letter subwords. When the rank is small, we usually denote x1 D a, x2 D b,
et cetera. Free groups form an important class of groups due to their connections
with low-dimensional topology and geometry and also as every group is the quotient
of two free groups (though possibly of infinite rank).

A subset of Fn with n elements that generates Fn is called a basis. In other
words, given a basis fa1; : : : ; ang � Fn, we can uniquely express any element
g 2 Fn as a (reduced) word in the alphabet fa1; a�11 ; : : : ; an; a

�1
n g. We call such

an expression the word representing g in the given basis.
Of particular interest are the elements that are part of some basis. Such elements

are called primitive. Whitehead [1936] described an algorithm to determine whether
or not a word in a given basis represents a primitive element.
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Osborne and Zieschang [1981] gave a complete construction of primitive elements
in rank 2. First they define a collection of primitive elements, indexed by an ordered
pair of relatively prime integers. The relatively prime pair is the abelianization of
the given element. Next, they quote a result of Nielsen [1917] (see also [Lyndon
and Schupp 2001]) that up to conjugacy, primitive elements in F2 are uniquely
determined by their abelianization and that their abelianization is a relatively prime
pair of integers. Thus, the list of primitive elements described by Osborne and
Zieschang contains exactly one representative from each conjugacy class of a
primitive element.

There is an alternative viewpoint due to Cohen, Metzler and Zimmermann [Cohen
et al. 1981]. Their idea is to use Whitehead’s algorithm to give a narrow condition
that the exponents of primitive elements in F2 need to satisfy. They do not give a
complete characterization in the sense that there exist elements in F2 that are not
primitive but that satisfy their condition.

Several other results about the form of primitive elements in rank 2 are known.
See for instance [Kassel and Reutenauer 2007; Piggott 2006].

One purpose of this article is to show that Whitehead graphs can be used to
recover Osborne and Zieschang’s construction and in turn give an alternative proof
of the above-quoted result of Nielsen used by Osborne and Zieschang. In fact, we
consider a slightly more general notion than primitivity, called separable (definitions
appear in Section 2). Stallings [1999] proved a version of Whitehead’s algorithm for
determining when a given word in a basis represents a separable element. We review
this algorithm in Section 3 and include proofs of two propositions in [Stallings
1999] that are left as exercises for the reader. In Section 4, we show how to use this
algorithm to determine all the primitive elements in rank 2.

The other purpose is to explore the nongenericity of the separable property for an
element of F2. Borovik, Myasnikov and Shpilrain [Borovik et al. 2002] prove that
the likelihood that a word in Fn of length k is separable decays to 0 exponentially
in k. Actually, their proof as stated is about primitive elements, but an examination
of their proof shows that it applies to separable elements as well. We consider a
property of Whitehead graphs that is shared by all separable elements and indeed is
the backbone of Stallings’ algorithm. This property is the existence of a cut vertex.
We show in Section 5 that the likelihood that a Whitehead graph of an element
in F2 with l edges has a cut vertex decays to 0 as 1=l2.

2. Preliminaries

Separability.

Definition 2.1. An element g 2 Fn is separable if there is a basis fa1; a2; : : : ; ang
for Fn such that the word representing g in this basis omits one of the ai .
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In [Stallings 1999], the notion of separability is defined for sets of elements
in Fn. Our work in Section 4 can easily be adapted to this more general setting.

It is clear that the notion of separability is a conjugacy invariant. We recall that
conjugacy classes of Fn can be identified with reduced cyclic words. These are
reduced words considered as written on a circle and therefore there is no start or
end to the word.

Example 2.2. Consider F2 with basis fa; bg. Clearly, the words a, b, a2, a�1 and
b�1 are separable. It is not obvious to recognize, but these words are separable:
ab, ba and b�1a. Indeed, using Whitehead automorphisms (Example 2.5) one can
see that fab; bg, fba; bg and fb�1a; bg are all bases for F2. With respect to these
respective bases, the elements are clearly separable.

To show that an element is not separable, we must show that no basis as in
Definition 2.1 exists. As there are infinitely many bases for Fn, we must have an
effective algorithm that can tell us when to stop looking for such a basis. This is
what Stallings’ algorithm (Section 3) does for us. Using this, we will show that
ab�3ab�1 and aba�1b�1 are not separable. See Example 3.3.

Remark 2.3. In rank 2, there is a connection between separable elements and primi-
tive elements. An element g 2Fn is primitive if there exists a basis fa1; a2; : : : ; ang
such that the word representing g in this basis is one of the ai or its inverse. In
rank 2, an element is separable if and only if it is a nontrivial power of a primitive
element.

Whitehead automorphisms. Like for vector spaces in linear algebra, changing
from one basis of Fn to another involves applying an automorphism of Fn. The
Whitehead automorphisms are analogous to elementary matrices in linear algebra in
the sense that every automorphism of Fn can be expressed as a product of Whitehead
automorphisms [Whitehead 1936].

Given a basis AD fa1; : : : ; ang, by A we denote the set fa�11 ; : : : ; a�1n g.

Definition 2.4. Let A be a basis for Fn and decompose A[AD Y [Z such that
there is a v 2 Y with v�1 2 Z. The Whitehead automorphism � D �.Y;Z;v/ is
defined on x 2A[A:

(i) If x; x�1 2 Y , then �.x/D x.

(ii) If x; x�1 2Z, then �.x/D vxv�1.

(iii) If x D v or x D v�1, then �.x/D x.

(iv) If x 2 Y and x�1 2Z, then �.x/D vx.

(v) If x�1 2 Y and x 2Z, then �.x/D xv�1.

The map � is extended as a homomorphism to the rest of Fn.
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Figure 1. The Whitehead graph for aba 2 F2.

Example 2.5. Consider the Whitehead automorphism �.Y;Z;v/ defined using the
basis fa; bg of F2 where Y D fa�1; b�1g, Z D fa; bg and v D b�1. This automor-
phism sends the basis fa; bg to fab; bg.

Remark 2.6. Let fa1; : : : ; ang be a basis for Fn. Suppose � is an automorphism
of Fn and g 2 Fn is such that the word representing �.g/ omits one of the ai ,
i.e., �.g/ is separable. Then by considering the basis f��1.a1/; : : : ; ��1.an/g
we can witness that g is separable as well. In other words, if we can find some
automorphism that removes all the occurrences of one of the basis elements from
g, then g is separable. See Example 3.2.

Whitehead graphs. The key tool for detecting separability is the Whitehead graph.

Definition 2.7. Let A be a basis for the free group Fn. Given an element g 2 Fn
whose conjugacy class is represented by the cyclic word w in the basis A, we define
the Whitehead graph of g, denoted WhA.g/, by

(vertices) A[A,

(edges) between u; v 2A[A for each instance of uv�1 as a subword of w.

Example 2.8. Consider the word aba 2 F2. The vertices for Whfa;bg.aba/ are
denoted a; a�1; b; b�1. The edges are determined as follows:

First edge: the subword ab gives an edge from a to b�1.

Second edge: the subword ba gives an edge from b to a�1.

Third edge: the subword aa gives an edge from a to a�1.

This Whitehead graph is shown in Figure 1.

Remark 2.9. An important property of Whitehead graphs to note is that the valence
of a vertex v is the same as the valence of the vertex v�1. This observation plays a
key role in Sections 4 and 5.

Example 2.10. The Whitehead graph Whfa;bg.ab�3ab�1/ is shown in Figure 2.

The following definitions, applied to Whitehead graphs, will be used in Section 3
to determine whether a word is separable.
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Figure 2. The Whitehead graph for ab�3ab�1 2 F2.
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Figure 3. Left: the Whitehead graph of b is disconnected. Right:
the Whitehead graph of ab�1a�1b is connected and does not have
a cut vertex.

Definition 2.11. A graph is connected if there is an edge path from any vertex to
any other vertex in the graph.

The trivial graph is the graph with a single vertex and no edges.

Definition 2.12. A cut vertex v of a graph � is a vertex such that the graph de-
composes into two nontrivial graphs �1 and �2 which intersect only at v. In other
words, any edge path from a vertex of �1 to a vertex in �2 must go through v.

We remark that a disconnected Whitehead graph always has a cut vertex.
Figures 1 and 2 show Whitehead graphs that are connected and have a cut vertex.

Figure 3 shows examples of Whitehead graphs that are respectively disconnected
and connected without a cut vertex.

Remark 2.13. In terms of the Whitehead graph, an element g 2 Fn is separable
if there is a basis A such that WhA.g/ has an isolated vertex. The isolated vertex
exactly corresponds to the omitted basis element.

3. Stallings’ algorithm

There is an algorithm due to Stallings [1999] that determines whether or not a word
is separable. A flowchart for the algorithm is depicted in Figure 5. We will describe
the algorithm in more detail, work out a couple of examples and provide proofs to
a couple of the steps that are omitted in [Stallings 1999].

The important theorem needed to use the algorithm is the following.
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Theorem 3.1 [Stallings 1999, Theorem 2.4]. If g 2 Fn is separable, then the
Whitehead graph of g in any basis contains a cut vertex.

Using the contrapositive of this theorem, we can see that ab�1a�1b is not a
separable element of F2, as its Whitehead graph in Figure 3, right, does not have
a cut vertex. In general, an element that is not separable may have a Whitehead
graph with respect to some basis that does have a cut vertex. To determine that the
element is not separable, we need to find a basis in which its Whitehead graph does
not have cut a vertex.

Stallings’ algorithm. To determine whether a reduced cyclic word w in some
basis A is separable or not, we start by constructing the Whitehead graph of w
and determine if the graph is connected. If the graph is not connected, then
Proposition 3.5 shows that after possibly applying a single Whitehead automor-
phism, the new Whitehead graph has an isolated vertex and hence w is separable
(Remark 2.13).

If the graph is connected, then we determine if the graph has a cut vertex. If
not, then by Theorem 3.1, w is not separable. If it does have a cut vertex, then by
Proposition 3.6 there is a Whitehead automorphism � such that the complexity of

,V�WKH�:KLWHKHDG�JUDSK�FRQQHFWHG":�LV�VHSDUDEOH�
1R

<HV

'RHV�WKH�:KLWHKHDG�JUDSK�
KDYH�D�FXW�YHUWH["

1R <HV

$SSO\�:KLWHKHDG�DXWRPRUSKLVP�WR�
UHGXFH�FRPSOH[LW\�RI�:�

:�LV�127�VHSDUDEOH�

%XLOG�
:KLWHKHDG�
JUDSK�RI�ZRUG�

:�

$

$6WDUW

6WRS

6WRS

Figure 5. Flowchart for Stallings’ algorithm.
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�.w/ (that is, the length of the cyclic word representing it) is strictly less than the
complexity of w. We now repeat the algorithm using the word w0.

Now in order for the algorithm to work, we need to know that it will termi-
nate. That is precisely what Proposition 3.6 assures us. Since the complexity will
be reduced, we know that eventually either the Whitehead graph will either be
disconnected, or it will be connected without a cut vertex.

We now present an example of both a separable word and nonseparable word.

Example 3.2. The Whitehead graph of aba is shown in Figure 1. This graph has a
cut vertex at a�1. (The vertex a is also a cut vertex.) According to Proposition 3.6,
we should apply the Whitehead automorphism with Y D fa�1; bg, Z D fa; b�1g,
v D a to reduce the complexity. The automorphism is given by

a 7! a; b 7! a�1b: (1)

Applying the automorphism to aba, we get

aba 7! a.a�1b/aD ba:

The graph of this new word ba is
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This graph is disconnected, and thus by Proposition 3.5 we know that ba and hence
aba is separable. We can apply the Whitehead automorphism using Y D fa; b�1g,
Z D fa�1; bg, v D a to see this explicitly. This is the automorphism:

a 7! a; b 7! ba�1: (2)

Applying this automorphism, we have ba 7! .ba�1/aD b. The Whitehead graph
of b looks like

a

a�1

b

b�1s

s

s

s

So aba is separable, as there is an isolated vertex in this graph. By working back-
wards, applying the inverse automorphism of (2) and then the inverse automorphism
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of (1) to fa; bg, we can find a basis in which aba omits an element. The inverse to
(2) is

a 7! a; b 7! ba: (3)

Applying this automorphism followed by the inverse to (1), given by

a 7! a; b 7! ab; (4)

we get a 7! a 7! a and b 7! ba 7! aba. It is clear, in terms of the basis fa; abag,
that aba is separable.

Example 3.3. Applying the algorithm to ab�3ab�1, we can show that this word
is not separable. The Whitehead graph for this word is shown in Figure 2. Both b
and b�1 are cut vertices; we choose b�1 to define our Whitehead automorphism.
According to Proposition 3.6, we use the automorphism defined by the data Y D
fa�1; b�1g, Z D fa; bg, v D b�1. This is the automorphism:

a 7! ab; b 7! b: (5)

Applying this automorphism, we get

ab�3ab�1 7! .ab/b�3.ab/b�1 D ab�2a:

The Whitehead graph of ab�2a is this:

a

a�1

b

b�1s

s

s

s

This graph does not have a cut vertex, so ab�3ab�1 is not separable.

Stallings provides examples to convince the reader of the validity of the steps:

(i) disconnected D) separable [Stallings 1999, Proposition 2.2];

(ii) cut vertex D) reduce complexity [Stallings 1999, Proposition 2.3].

However, he does not provide proofs. We will give proofs of these steps here. First,
we prove a lemma that makes the arguments easier. The lemma shows that when
the Whitehead graph has cut vertex v, subwords without v˙1 behave like single
elements.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is a basis for Fn, let Y , Z be subsets of A [ A and
let v 2 A [ A define a Whitehead automorphism � D �.Y;Z;v/. Suppose w D
w1w2 � � �wk is a word over the basis A such that wi ¤ v˙1 for all i D 1; : : : ; k.
Further suppose that eitherwi ; w�1iC1 2Y orwi ,w�1iC1 2Z for each iD1; : : : ; k�1.
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(i) If w�11 ; wk 2 Y , then �.w/D w.

(ii) If w�11 ; wk 2Z, then �.w/D vwv�1.

(iii) If wk 2 Y and w�11 2Z, then �.w/D vw.

(iv) If w�11 2 Y , wk 2Z, then �.w/D wv�1.

Proof. We will prove this by induction on k. If k D 1, this is just the definition of
the Whitehead automorphism �.Y;Z;v/ applied to w D w1.

Now givenwDw1 � � �wk�1wk , we have �.w1 � � �wk�1/Dv�1w1 � � �wk�1v��2

by induction, where �1; �2 are either 0 or 1 depending if w�11 and wk�1 are in
Y or Z, respectively. Since w�1

k
is in Z if and only if wk�1 is in Z, we have

�.wk/D v
�2wkv

��3 for some �3 equal to either 0 or 1 depending if wk is in Y or
Z. Hence

�.w/D �.w1 � � �wk�1/�.wk/

D v�1w1 � � �wk�1v
��2 � v�2wkv

��3

D v�1wv��3 :

This proves the lemma. �

Proposition 3.5 [Stallings 1999, Proposition 2.2]. Suppose A is a basis for Fn and
w is a word in this basis such that the Whitehead graph WhA.w/ does not have an
isolated vertex and is not connected. Then w is separable. Specifically, separate
the vertices of WhA.w/ into two subsets Y and Z such that there is no edge from a
vertex in Y to a vertex in Z. Then there is a vertex v 2 Y such that v�1 2 Z and
the Whitehead graph of �.Y;Z;v/.w/ has v an isolated vertex.

Proof. If for all v 2 A there is an edge between v and v�1 in WhA.w/, then we
claim that the graph is connected. Indeed, let � be the graph obtained by collapsing
all the edges between v and v�1 for each v 2A, and denote the image vertices by
the element of the basis. Then � has the same number of connected components as
WhA.w/. But now reading off the elements of the basis A in the order in which they
appear in w traces out a path in � . As there are no isolated vertices, every element
in the basis appears along the path. Thus � and hence WhA.w/ is connected.

Hence, we have some vertex v as in the statement. By conjugating w, we can
write wDw1v�1w2v�2 � � �wkv�k , where �i 2 f�1; 1g and v and v�1 do not appear
in any of the wi ’s. Indeed, as there is no edge between v and v�1, v can only appear
in w to the power 1 or �1. Notice, the wi ’s satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4
using � D �.Y;Z;v/.

Let X represent either Y or Z. We will write wi 2X to mean that when writing
wi D u1u2 � � �uk as a word in the basis A, we have uk 2X . Similarly, w�1i 2X
means that u�11 2X . By Lemma 3.4, this is sufficient to specify the image of wi
under �.
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Suppose i D 1; : : : ; k� 1. If �i D 1, then wi 2Z and w�1iC1 2 Y , hence

�.wivwiC1/D .v
�1wiv

�1/v.wiC1v
��2/D v�1wiwiC1v

��2 ;

where �1; �2 2 f0; 1g. Likewise, if �i D�1, then wi 2 Y and w�1iC1 2Z, hence

�.wiv
�1wiC1/D .v

�1wi /v
�1.vwiC1v

��2/D v�1wiwiC1v
��2 ;

where again �1; �2 2 f0; 1g.
These equations hold true for i D k interpreting wkC1 as w1. Therefore, the

cyclic word representing �.w/ is w1 � � �wk . �

Proposition 3.6 [Stallings 1999, Proposition 2.3]. Suppose A is a basis for Fn
and w is a word in this basis such that the Whitehead graph WhA.w/ is connected
and that v is a cut vertex decomposing WhA.w/ into two nontrivial subgraphs �1
and �2, which only intersect at v. Suppose that �2 contains the vertex v�1. Let
Y be the set of vertices of �1, and Z the set of vertices of �2 with the vertex v
removed. Then the complexity of �.Y;Z;v/.w/ is strictly less than the complexity
of w.

Proof. We can conjugate w to have form w D w1v
n1 � � �wkv

nk , where ni ¤ 0 for
all i and v˙1 does not appear in any of the wi ’s. As in Proposition 3.5, the wi ’s
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 using � D �.Y;Z;v/. We continue to use the
convention wi 2 Y , et cetera, from the proof of Proposition 3.5.

Suppose i D 1; : : : ; k� 1. If ni > 0, then wi 2Z. If w�1iC1 2 Y , then

�.wiv
niwiC1/D .v

�1wiv
�1/vni .wiC1v

��2/D v�1wiv
ni�1wiC1v

��2 ;

where �1; �2 2 f0; 1g. Otherwise, w�1iC1 2Z and then

�.wiv
niwiC1/D .v

�1wiv
�1/vni .vwiC1v

��2/D v�1wiv
niwiC1v

��2 ;

where �1; �2 2 f0; 1g.
Likewise, if ni < 0, then w�1iC1 2Z. If wi 2 Y , then

�.wiv
niwiC1/D .v

�1wi /v
ni .vwiC1v

��2/D v�1wiv
niC1wiC1v

��2 ;

where �1; �2 2 f0; 1g. Otherwise, wi 2Z and then

�.wiv
niwiC1/D .v

�1wiv
�1/vni .vwiC1v

��2/D v�1wiv
niwiC1v

��2 ;

where again �1; �2 2 f0; 1g.
Like in Proposition 3.5, for i D k these equations hold interpreting wkC1 D w1.

Thus, we see that the length of the cyclic word representing �.w/ is reduced every
time either wi 2 Y or w�1iC1 2 Y . This is the number of edges adjacent to v that are
in �1. �
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Using Stallings’ algorithm, we can compute the length of the shortest word in
any basis that is not separable.

Theorem 3.7. Let g 2 Fn be an element that is not separable. Then with respect to
any basis of Fn, the length of the word representing g is at least 2n. Furthermore,
there is a word of length 2n that represents an element that is not separable.

Proof. Let w be a word in some basis of Fn with length at most 2n� 2. Let �
be the Whitehead graph of w. Then � will have 2n vertices. Before we add any
edges to � , we can count each vertex as a connected component. So the initial
number of connected components is 2n, and as long as the number of components
is greater than 1, we know that � is disconnected. Each edge added to � will be
adjacent with two vertices which are either previously connected or disconnected.
If the former occurs, then the number of components does not change. If the latter
occurs, then the number of components is reduced by 1. Since w has at most 2n�2
edges, the fewest number of components of � is 2n� .2n� 2/D 2. So we know
that the Whitehead graph is disconnected for all words of length at most 2n� 2,
and hence by Proposition 3.5, every word of length at most 2n� 2 represents a
separable element.

Now suppose the length of w is 2n�1. After adding 2n�2 edges, the Whitehead
graph � will be disconnected. Then when we add the last edge, � will either become
connected or remain disconnected. If � becomes connected, we know that at least
one of the vertices adjacent to the last edge added will be a cut vertex. Then by
Proposition 3.6 we can reduce the complexity of w. Since all shorter words will
have a disconnected Whitehead graph by the above paragraph, we know that w
represents a separable element.

This proves the first statement of the theorem. Now we will construct a word of
length 2n that represents an element that is not separable.

Fix a basis AD fa1; : : : ; ang and define a word w in this basis by

w D a�11 a2 � � � a
.�1/n

n a.�1/
n

n � � � a2a
�1
1 :

We claim that the Whitehead graph is a circuit that contains every vertex. Let
1� i < n. Then w will contain either aia�1iC1 and a�1iC1ai or a�1i aiC1 and aiC1a�1i
depending on if i is even or odd. In both cases the Whitehead graph will have edges
between ai and aiC1 and between a�1i and a�1iC1. Then since a�11 is on either side
of w we will have an edge from a1 to a�11 . Additionally, the a˙2n in the center
will add an edge from an to a�1n . This creates a circular graph which is connected
without any cut vertices. So by Theorem 3.1, w represents an element that is not
separable. �

In contrast with the fact that the likelihood of a element being separable decays
to 0 as the word length increases [Borovik et al. 2002], the likelihood that a word
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of length 2n in Fn is not separable decays to 0 as n!1. Let †.l; n/ denote the
words of Fn of length l and N.l; n/ the subset that represent elements that are not
separable.

Theorem 3.8. lim
n!1

#jN.2n; n/j
#j†.2n; n/j

D 0.

Proof. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.7, if a word w of length 2n is not
separable, then its Whitehead graph is a circuit that contains every vertex. Hence
for each element ai of the basis, two elements (possibly the same) from fai ; a�1i g
appear in w. This gives 22n choices. Multiplying this by the number of ways to
order the 2n elements, we see that

#jN.2n; n/j � 22n.2n/Š:

It is well known that the number of words of length l in rank n is

#j†.l; n/j D 2n.2n� 1/l�1:

Therefore
#jN.2n; n/j
#j†.2n; n/j

�
22n.2n/Š

2n.2n� 1/2n�1
�

22n.2n/Š

.2n� 1/2n
:

We will prove the theorem by showing this last ratio converges to 0.
Let us consider the series X 22n.2n/Š

.2n� 1/2n
:

We now show that this series converges. By applying the ratio test, we get

lim
n!1

22nC2.2nC2/Š

.2nC1/2nC2

22n.2n/Š

.2n�1/2n

D lim
n!1

22nC2.2nC 2/Š

.2nC 1/2nC2
.2n� 1/2n

22n.2n/Š

D lim
n!1

22.2nC 2/.2nC 1/

.2nC 1/.2nC 1/

.2n� 1/2n

.2nC 1/2n

D 4 lim
n!1

.2n� 1/2n

.2nC 1/2n
:

Upon substitution of x D 2n, this becomes

4 lim
x!1

.x�1/x

.xC1/x
D 4 lim

x!1
exp

�
ln
�
x�1

xC1

�x �
D 4elimx!1 x.ln.x�1/�ln.xC1//:

Now we apply l’Hospital’s rule to the exponent:
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lim
x!1

x
�
ln.x� 1/� ln.xC 1/

�
D lim
x!1

1
x�1
�

1
xC1

�1
x2

D lim
x!1

�2x2

x2� 1
D�2:

Hence the limit of the ratio of successive terms is 4e�2 < 1. So by the ratio test,
the series

P
22n.2n/Š=.2n� 1/2n converges. �

4. Separability in F2

By Theorem 3.1, if an element is separable, then with respect to any basis its
Whitehead graph has a cut vertex. In rank 2, this means that the Whitehead graph
has one of the eight forms depicted in Figures 6 and 7. The labels ˛; ˇ represent the
multiplicity of an edge. Notice that we used that in a Whitehead graph the vertices
v and v�1 have the same valence. This rules out, for instance, the t-shaped graph
with edges only between a and a�1, a�1 and b�1, and b and b�1. The labels on
the graphs also reflect this observation.

We make the following simple observations. These observations appear in [Cohen
et al. 1981] as well.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose g 2 F2 is separable. Let w be the cyclic word representing
the conjugacy class of g.

(i) If ak appears as a subword of w, where jkj > 1, then for every nontrivial
subword of the form bm, we have m D ˙1. Similarly, if bm appears as a
subword of w, where jmj> 1, then for every nontrivial subword of the form ak ,
we have k D˙1.
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s

s

s a

a�1

b
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b
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˛
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s

s
@
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@
@
@
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Figure 6. Disconnected Whitehead graphs in rank 2.
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Figure 7. Connected Whitehead graphs with a cut vertex in rank 2.

(ii) If ak1 and ak2 are nontrivial subwords of w, then k1k2 > 0. Similarly, if bm1

and bm2 are nontrivial subwords of w, then m1m2 > 0.

Proof. Item (i) is clear, as in all the Whitehead graphs in Figures 6 and 7 there
never appear edges both between a and a�1 and between b an b�1. Thus either a
or b can appear to a power other than ˙1, but not both.

Item (ii) is also clear if the Whitehead graph for g is as in Figure 6, since in this
case w is either a˙˛, b˙˛, .ab�1/˙˛ or .ab/˙˛.

Suppose the Whitehead graph for g is the one depicted in the top left corner of
Figure 7. Suppose both b and b�1 appeared as subwords of w. Then we have a
subword of the form bakb�1, where k ¤ 0. The shape of the Whitehead graph
applied to the initial bak forces k > 0, whereas applied to the latter akb�1 forces
k < 0. This is a contradiction. A similar argument works if there is a subword of
the form ab˙1a�1.

The other three Whitehead graphs are dealt with similarly by permuting a$ b

and/or a$ a�1. �

Let SC;C.l; ˛; ˇ/ be the set of cyclic words of length l that are separable, where
any power of a or b that appears is positive and where ˛ and ˇ are the amount of
a’s and b’s, respectively. We allow for the possibility that ˛ or ˇ is negative, in
which case SC;C.l; ˛; ˇ/D∅. Notice that l D ˛Cˇ.

Likewise define S�;C.l; ˛; ˇ/ as the set of cyclic words of length l that are
separable and only use a�1 and b. Define SC;�.l; ˛; ˇ/ and S�;�.l; ˛; ˇ/ in a
similar fashion. By Lemma 4.1, we have that every cyclic word that is separable
is contained in one of these four sets. By S we denote one of SC;C, S�;C, SC;�

or S�;�.
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Our goal is to show that there is exactly one element in S.l; ˛; ˇ/ (Theorem 4.3).
We will use an inductive argument based on the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose ˛; ˇ � 0. Then

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j Dmax
˚
#jS.l �˛; ˛; ˇ�˛/j; #jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j

	
:

Proof. To simplify the argument, assume S D SC;C. The other three cases are
similar. Since #jS.l; ˛; ˇ/jD#jS.l; ˇ; ˛/j, without loss of generality we can assume
˛ � ˇ.

If ˇ D 0, then S.l; ˛; ˇ/D S.l �ˇ; ˛ �ˇ; ˇ/ and S.l � ˛; ˛; ˇ � ˛/D ∅ and
so the proposition holds. Notice that S.l; l; 0/D falg.

Now we assume that ˛ D ˇ > 0. The Whitehead graph of any x 2 S.l; ˛; ˇ/
is the bottom right graph of Figure 6 (recall we are assuming that S D SC;C).
Thus we must have that x can be represented by the cyclic word .ab/˛ , and hence
#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j D 1. As

S.l �˛; ˛; ˇ�˛/D S.˛; ˛; 0/ and S.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/D S.ˇ; 0; ˇ/;

the proposition holds.
We are left with the case that ˛ > ˇ > 0. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, each

x 2 S.l; ˛; ˇ/ is represented by a cyclic word of the form

a˛1ba˛2b � � � a˛ˇb;

where ˛1C˛2C � � �C˛ˇ D ˛ and each ˛i > 0. We apply Proposition 3.6 in this
case using Y D fa�1; bg, Z D fa; b�1g and v D a�1. This gives the Whitehead
automorphism � of F2 defined by �.a/D a and �.b/D a�1b. When we apply � to
a word we will reduce its length and number of a’s by ˇ. So for each x 2S.l; ˛; ˇ/,
we have �.x/ 2 S.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/. Therefore

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j � #jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j:

To see the opposite inequality, we consider the automorphism ��1. This is the map
��1.a/D a and ��1.b/D ab. Then applying ��1 to an element

x 2 S.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/

will increase the number of a’s and the length of x by ˇ (recall we are assume that
S D SC;C). So for each x 2 S.l�ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/, we have ��1.x/2 S.l; ˛; ˇ/. Thus

#jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j � #jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j;

and therefore
#jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j D #jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j:
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Notice that #jS.l �˛; ˛; ˇ�˛/j D 0 as ˇ�˛ < 0. Thus

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j Dmax
˚
#jS.l �˛; ˛; ˇ�˛/j; #jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j

	
: �

Theorem 4.3. Suppose ˛; ˇ � 0. Then

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j D 1:

Proof. As in Proposition 4.2, we assume that S D SC;C.
Recall from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that

S.˛; ˛; 0/D fa˛g and S.˛; 0; ˛/D fb˛g;

for all ˛ > 0. Hence, the Theorem holds for these special cases.
If ˛ � ˇ > 0, then by Proposition 4.2,

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j D #jS.l �ˇ; ˛�ˇ; ˇ/j:

Likewise, if ˇ � ˛ > 0, then by Proposition 4.2,

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j D #jS.l �˛; ˛; ˇ�˛/j:

Applying these repeatedly and using the Euclidean algorithm, we see

#jS.l; ˛; ˇ/j D #jS.d; d; 0/j D 1;

where d D gcd.˛; ˇ/. �

Theorem 4.3 allows us to give an alternative proof to a classical result of Nielsen
[1917]. First, we offer a corollary from which we will deduce Nielsen’s result. Let
AWF2! Z2 denote the abelianization map. Given a word w in the basis fa; bg, this
is the map

A.w/D

�
expa.w/
expb.w/

�
;

where expa.w/ is the exponent sum of a in w, i.e., the number of a’s that appear
minus the number of a�1’s. The function expb.w/ is defined similarly.

Corollary 4.4. Let g; h 2 F2 be separable. Then A.g/ D A.h/ if and only if g
and h are conjugate. Moreover, every nonzero element in Z2 is the image of some
separable element and a separable element g 2 F2 is primitive if and only if the
greatest common divisor of the components of A.g/ is 1.

Proof. If g and h are separable, then the cyclic words representing their conjugacy
classes belong to S1.l1; ˛1; ˇ1/ and S2.l2; ˛2; ˇ2/, respectively, where S1 and S2
denote one of SC;C, S�;C, SC;� or S�;�. As the abelianization of an element in
S˙;˙.l; ˛; ˇ/ is

�
˙˛
˙ˇ

�
, if A.g/D A.h/, then S1.l1; ˛1; ˇ1/D S2.l2; ˛2; ˇ2/. By

Theorem 4.3, this implies that g and h are conjugate.
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The second part of the corollary can be seen by running the Euclidean algorithm
that arises in Theorem 4.3 in reverse. We will explicitly show this in Theorem 4.6.

�

As the subgroup of commutators ŒF2; F2� is characteristic, an automorphism of
F2 defines an automorphism of Z2. This defines a homomorphism

�WAut.F2/! Aut.Z2/D GL.2;Z/:

This homomorphism satisfies A ı� D �.�/ ıA. In terms of matrices, this map is
defined by

�.�/D

�
expa.�.a// expa.�.b//
expb.�.a// expb.�.b//

�
:

Corollary 4.5 [Nielsen 1917]. Let � 2Aut.F2/. If �.�/D Id, then there is a g 2F2
such that �.x/D gxg�1.

Proof. If �.�/D Id, then as �.a/ is primitive and A�.a/D �.�/A.a/D A.a/, we
have that �.a/ is conjugate to a by Corollary 4.4. Say �.a/D g1ag�11 . Likewise,
we have that �.b/ D g2bg

�1
2 . Define  2 Aut.F2/ by  .x/ D g�11 xg1. Thus

 �.a/D a and  �.b/D g3bg�13 , where g3D g�11 g2. As  � is an automorphism
of F2, the set fa; g3bg�13 g is a basis for F2; in particular, this set generates F2.
Using a method such as Stallings’ foldings [Stallings 1983], it is clear that this is
only possible if g3 D ak for some k. Thus �.x/D g1akxa�kg�11 . �

We will now give an explicit description of the cyclic word in S.l; ˛; ˇ/ when
gcd.˛; ˇ/D 1. When the gcd.˛; ˇ/D d ¤ 1, the cyclic word is obtained by taking
the d -th power of the cyclic word in S.l=d; ˛=d; ˇ=d/. Our description matches
that of Osborne and Zieschang [1981].

For simplicity, we assume S D SC;C. Let
� ˛
ˇ

�
2 Z2 be such that ˛; ˇ � 1 and

gcd.˛; ˇ/D 1. Let L˛;ˇ denote the line segment in R2 from .0; 0/ to .˛; ˇ/. Define
v˛;ˇ as the word in fa; bg where an a appears for each integer vertical line L˛;ˇ
crosses and a b appears for each integer horizontal line L˛;ˇ crosses. The letters
appear in the order of the lines L˛;ˇ crosses. As gcd.˛; ˇ/D 1, the interior of L˛;ˇ
does not simultaneously cross both an integer horizontal line and a integer vertical
line. See Figure 8.

Now define w˛;ˇ D av˛;ˇb. Also define w1;0 D a and w0;1 D b. In the case
that ˛ or ˇ are negative, the words v˛;ˇ and w˛;ˇ are defined analogously.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose ˛; ˇ � 0 and that gcd.˛; ˇ/D 1. The unique cyclic word
in SC;C.l; ˛; ˇ/ is determined by w˛;ˇ .

Proof. For simplicity we denote S D SC;C. If ˛ D 0 or ˇ D 0 then the theorem is
clear. Likewise if ˛ D ˇ D 1. In this case, v1;1 is the empty word and therefore
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Figure 8. The line segment L2;5 and the word v2;5 D bbabb.

w1;1 D ab. The cyclic word determined by w1;1 is the unique separable word in
S.2; 1; 1/.

Assume that ˛ > ˇ > 0. We show that w˛�ˇ;ˇ D �.w˛;ˇ /, where � is the
Whitehead automorphism from the proof of Proposition 4.2, namely �.a/D a and
�.b/ D a�1b. Since ˛ > ˇ, each of the b’s in w˛;ˇ is isolated, as crossing two
adjacent horizontal lines without crossing a vertical line implies the slope of L˛;ˇ
is greater than 1, i.e., ˇ=˛ > 1.

Thus it is clear that both w˛�ˇ;ˇ and �.w˛;ˇ / contain the same number of
a’s and b’s, namely ˛�ˇ and ˇ, respectively. The difference between w˛;ˇ and
�.w˛;ˇ / is one fewer a between adjacent b’s.

Notice that for i D 0; : : : ; ˇ � 1, the number of a’s between the i-th and
.i C 1/-st b of v˛;ˇ is h..i C 1/˛/=ˇi � hi˛=ˇi, where hxi is the largest integer
strictly less1 than x. The 0-th b is interpreted as the beginning of v˛;ˇ and the
ˇ-th b is interpreted as the end of v˛;ˇ . Indeed, x D hi˛=ˇi is the vertical line
crossed by L˛;ˇ immediately preceding crossing the horizontal line y D i . Hence,
we observe that the number of a’s between the i -th and .i C 1/-st b of v˛�ˇ;ˇ isD

.iC1/.˛�ˇ/

ˇ

E
�

D
i.˛�ˇ/

ˇ

E
D

�D
.iC1/˛

ˇ

E
� .i C 1/

�
�

�D
i.˛�ˇ/

ˇ

E
� i
�

D

D
.iC1/˛

ˇ

E
�

D
i˛

ˇ

E
� 1:

This shows that �.w˛;ˇ /D w˛�ˇ;ˇ .
If ˇ > ˛ > 0, we have w˛;ˇ�˛ D  .w˛;ˇ / as above, where  .a/D ab�1 and

 .b/D b.

1We use this variant of the floor function to avoid having to subtract 1 in the case i D ˇ� 1.
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By induction, this shows that w˛;ˇ is separable. By construction, the length of
w˛;:ˇ is l D ˛Cˇ and this word contains ˛ a’s and ˇ b’s. Hence, the cyclic word
determined by w˛;ˇ is the unique word in S.l; ˛; ˇ/. �

We end this section by showing that the above analysis allows for an exact count
of the number of separable cyclic words of a given length. Let SC;C.l/ be the set
of all positive conjugacy classes of length l that are separable. Then SC;C.l/ is the
disjoint union

SC;C.l/D SC;C.l; 0; l/[SC;C.l; 1; l�1/[ � � � [SC;C.l; l�1; 1/[SC;C.l; l; 0/:

So

#jSC;C.l/j D
lX

˛D0

#jSC;C.l; ˛; l �˛/j D l C 1:

Likewise, we can define S�;C.l/, SC;�.l/ and S�;�.l/. The cardinality of each
of these sets is also l C 1. Notice that SC;C.l/\SC;�.l/D falg. There are three
similar equations regarding the other intersections.

Theorem 4.7. The number of cyclic words of length l in F2 that are separable
is 4l .

5. Whitehead graphs in F2

In this final section we will explore to what extent the decay in the likelihood of an
element being separable is a property of Whitehead graphs in rank 2.

Let WhG.l/ denote the set of Whitehead graphs in ranks 2 with l edges. Let
Dis.l/ denote the subset that are disconnected and let Cut.l/ denote the subset that
are connected with a cut vertex.

By counting the number for each l we arrive at:

Theorem 5.1. #jDis.l/jC #jCut.l/j D 2l .

Proof. First, separate the equation into two parts: #jCut.l/j and #jDis.l/j; we
compute each separately.

To compute #jDis.l/j, we refer to Figure 6. When l is even, each of the 4 forms
can appear (˛ D l in the top two and ˛ D l=2 in the bottom two), and when l is
odd, only the top two forms appear (˛ D l). Hence

#jDis.l/j D
�
4 if l is even;
2 if l is odd:

(6)

To compute #jCut.l/j, we again consider two cases depending on if l is even or
odd. Referring to Figure 7, we must have l D ˛C 2ˇ.
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When l is odd, as l D ˛C 2ˇ, l is odd too. The least odd number that ˛ can be
is 1, in this case ˇ D .l � 1/=2. Therefore, the range of ˇ when l is odd is

1� ˇ �
l � 1

2
:

Each value of ˇ results in four distinct graphs in Cut.l/.
When l is even, we have the same equation as above, l D ˛C 2ˇ, but the least

even number that ˛ can be is 2, in this case ˇ D .l � 2/=2. So the range of ˇ when
l is even is

1� ˇ �
l�2

2
:

Again, each value of ˇ corresponds to four distinct graphs in Cut.l/. Combining
these calculations, we have

#jCut.l/j D
�
2l � 4 if l is even;
2l � 2 if l is odd:

(7)

Combining (6) and (7) we get #jDis.l/jC #jCut.l/j D 2l . �

Remark 5.2. Comparing Theorems 4.7 and 5.1, we see that for each Whitehead
graph in Dis.l/[Cut.l/ there are exactly two separable conjugacy classes associated
to that graph. These two conjugacy classes are related by inversion.

Next we count the total number of Whitehead graphs in rank 2 by taking com-
binations of the graphs in Figure 6. Again, we are using the observation that in
a Whitehead graph the valence of the vertex v is the same as the valence of the
vertex v�1.

Theorem 5.3. #jWhG.l/j D

(
1
24
.l3C 9l2C 26l C 24/ if l is even;

1
24
.l3C 9l2C 23l C 15/ if l is odd:

Proof. We begin by constructing a generating function f .x/ for #jWhG.l/j [Brualdi
2010, Section 7.4]. A Whitehead graph with l edges is formed by combining graphs
in Figure 6 with ˛D 1. Each graph from the top row contributes one edge and each
graph from the bottom row contributes two edges. Hence

f .x/D .1CxCx2C� � � /.1CxCx2C� � � /.1Cx2Cx4C� � � /.1Cx2Cx4C� � � /:

Then #jWhG.l/j is the coefficient of xl in f .x/. In order to compute this coefficient,
we will compute the Taylor series for f centered at 0. To compute f .l/, we rewrite
f and take the partial fraction decomposition:

f .x/D
1

.1� x/2.1� x2/2

D
1

8

�
1

1Cx
C

1

1�x

�
C
1

16

�
1

.1Cx/2
C

3

.1�x/2

�
C
1

4

�
1

.1�x/3
C

1

.1�x/4

�
:
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The l-th derivative of f at 0 is

f .l/.0/D
1

8
lŠ
�
.�1/l C 1

�
C
1

16
.l C 1/Š

�
.�1/nC 3

�
C
1

4

�
.lC2/Š

2
C
.lC3/Š

6

�
:

After dividing by lŠ , the equation simplifies to

f .l/.0/

lŠ
D
1

8

�
.�1/l C 1

�
C
1

16
.l C 1/

�
.�1/l C 3

�
C
1

4

�
.lC1/.lC2/

2
C
.lC1/.lC2/.lC3/

6

�
:

We will have two cases, looking at the equation above, for .�1/even D 1 and
.�1/odd D�1. Thus

f .l/.0/

lŠ
D

� 1
24
.l3C 9l2C 26l C 24/ if l is even;

1
24
.l3C 9l2C 23l C 15/ if l is odd:

As #jWhG.l/j D f .l/.0/=lŠ , the proof is complete. �

Notice that although the likelihood of a cyclically reduced word being separable
decays to 0 exponentially in the length of the word [Borovik et al. 2002], the
likelihood of a Whitehead graph containing a cut vertex approaches 0 like 1=l2,
where l is the number of edges of the graph.
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